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 by elPadawan   

Bazaar 

"For a Vibrant Night Out"

Dwelling in one of Brussels' many defunct fabric factories, Bazaar offers

ethnic grooves to Brussels' hip and ever-restless clubbers. Try the

Crocodile and then let yourself be pulled onto the dance-floor by the

hypnotizing music or sit back and drink in the unique atmosphere

consisting of indoor hot air balloons, monochrome portraits of men in

turbans and ambient golden lighting. A fusion of many ethnic cultures,

Bazaar offers a nice change of pace from your run of the mill nightclubs.

 +32 2 511 2600  www.bazaarresto.be/  info@bazaarresto.be  Rue des Capucins 63,

Brussels

 by elPadawan   

Le Cercueil 

"A Chilling Drinking Experience"

Le Cercueil, or the coffin, stays true to its name as a coffin-themed bar.

Enter this bar if you want a spooky experience of glass-topped coffins,

skull-shaped mugs, and funeral music playing in the background. The

entire bar is completely dark except for candle light to accentuate the

themed setting. Located close to Grand Place in the city center, there is a

mixed clientele of locals and tourists who give this bar a friendly ambiance

amidst its spooky decor.

 +32 2 512 3077  Rue Des Harengs 10-12, Brussels

 by greenmelinda   

Delirium Café 

"Smorgasbord of Beers"

Holding the Guinness World Record for offering the most beers on a

menu, Delirium Cafe provides a selection of over 3000 different kinds of

beer, both Belgian and foreign. The flavors found here are far from typical,

with creative concoctions such as the chocolate and strawberry beer.

Delirium Cafe is completely covered with old beer advertisements and

posters. The mixed crowd of locals and tourists usually makes for a

packed bar, so it's great for a lively night out.

 +32 2 514 4434  deliriumcafe.be/  info@deliriumvillage.com  Impasse de la Fidélité 4A,

Brussels

 by Kobby Mendez on 

Unsplash   

Canoa Quebrada 

"Taste of Brazil in Brussels"

Club-goers adore Canoa Quebrada for its lively music, romantic dance

floor, and delicious tropical cocktails. Samba and Merengue are popular

styles in the club, as is the mysterious and sensual tango. This Brazilian-

themed club pleases all who come and leaves the guests wanting more.

This club encapsulates Brazilian culture and attracts visitors with its

playful vibe.

 Rue du Marché au Charbon 53, Brussels
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 by Michel wal   

L'Archiduc 

"Trendy Jazz Café"

Jazz-pianist Stan Brenners first opened this gorgeous bar in the 1940s and

in the 1980s, a group of trendy young folks renovated and reopened the

place, turning it into the quintessential Brussels nightspot. Hang out at

L'Archiduc or take your place behind the piano if you dare. There is

usually live jazz on Sundays at 5p and on Saturdays there's Le Jazz après

shopping (Jazz after shopping), which you can enjoy for free. The owners

offer excellent wines and fabulous cocktails.

 +32 2 512 0652  www.archiduc.net/  info@archiduc.net  Antoine Dansaert 6, Brussels
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